Make the Most of the New Partner Education Connection
Here are some quick tips on how you can get more out of the powerful new PEC.

Learning Terminology

**Course:** A unit of instruction through the title, abstract and description.

**Offering:** A specific delivery option for a course and is what you register for and launch. For scheduled offerings, such as classroom training, the offering is defined by the date and location. Online learning offerings vary by the type of media used for delivery. A course can have multiple offerings.

**Curricula:** A prescribed sequence of courses needed to achieve a long-term learning goal. These were called learning maps in the prior release of the PEC. Curricula are available for all career certifications and specializations available on the PEC.

**Package:** A group of related courses that do not have a specific sequence.

Home
TIP: Customize your Home by deciding which views to display, or by dragging views to a different column.
My Learning
My Learning is the primary place where you search, select, plan, and manage your learning.

Catalog Search

**TIP:** Export any search to Excel, for an offline file of the search results.
Manage and Launch Learning

**TIP:** Curricula are also trackable. View completion status for each course in the visual map, or see progress displayed through the path on the home page.

---

Manage Your Curricula

- **TIP:** Curricula are also trackable. View completion status for each course in the visual map, or see progress displayed through the path on the home page.
Review Progress

Your transcript shows a history of your completed learning.

Even review completed e-learning content here.

Set a Learning Plan

Track your personal learning and see your progress.

TIP: Use this learning plan to create a development plan to achieve your career goals. Or to keep track of learning or labs you might be interested in taking later.

TIP: Add courses or curricula to your learning plan by adding an activity. You may also assign yourself due dates to pace your learning.
My Network
Collaborate on learning with others in your company.
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